
The RightFind™ content workflow solution from RightsDirect connects your colleagues to the full range 
of high-value copyrighted information they want. RightFind integrates seamlessly with your RightsDirect 
Multinational Copyright License to make copyright-compliant collaboration easier and provides valuable 
insight into what published information matters most to your organization. The result? You save money by 
maximizing the value of your subscriptions, streamlining your information management operations and 
accelerating the flow of research.

Speed up innovation with faster content access.
RightFind searches across your subscriptions, Open Access sources and internal electronic and 
print collections to get full-text articles to employees faster. If the article users want isn’t in your 
holdings, they can buy it on the spot through our document delivery service.

View your license rights instantly.
RightFind™ Advisor, included with your RightsDirect Multinational Copyright License, shows 
exactly how you and your colleagues can share published material. 

Make data-driven content decisions.
To help you track spending and content usage, RightFind gives you real-time analytics available at 
your convenience. See what published material is used most by geographic location, department 
or individual employee to prioritize future content purchases.

Save money.
RightFind helps you cut back on research time, simplify your compliance program and optimize 
your company’s content investments.

See how RightFind can help you increase efficiency, streamline employee workflow, 
strengthen your compliance program and save money.

Visit www.copyright.com/RFdemo

About RightsDirect
RightsDirect, a Copyright Clearance Center subsidiary, provides content and licensing solutions that make copyright compliance 
easy, allowing companies to re-use and share the most relevant digital content across borders.

Features and Benefits

The fastest way to find, share and manage content
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